PVAMU OPINION: WHY ‘THE BUCK STOP WITH…’” PRESIDENT TRUMP

Constitutional law & philosophy professor aligns the words of President Harry S. Truman with the actions of President Trump.

PRAIRIE VIEW, Texas (November 20, 2020) – Eddy Carder, Ph.D., J.D., brings a new perspective to the Prairie View A&M University (PVAMU) Opinion section available at pvamu.edu. With a law degree—where he specializes in constitutional law—and a doctorate in philosophy, he will be offering a unique take on politics, policies, and procedures.

For his inaugural piece, Dr. Carder addresses objectivity and fairness in the results of the 2020 Presidential Elections and the missed opportunity for the “Trump Kingdom.”

“And herein lies the importance of the moderate-voter shift. In his bullyish tactics, President Trump alienated those supporters who were otherwise hanging by a thread. The moderates of 2016 who desired a raging economy, unity for all citizens, and the elevation of the USA in global contexts could no longer stomach the inexcusable behavior of the Adolescent-in-Chief of the 2020 election,” Carder writes.

Read Dr. Carder’s full opinion piece, “The Buck Stops With You.”
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